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Presentation Overview
• Three phases / regimes of “Forestry”
• What is “Forest Land”?
• Distinguishing between Land Cover and Land Use
• SPLUMA and the NLUC
• The Principal Land Use Class: “Forestry”
• Forest conservation - the missing “Forestry” land use class
• Thoughts about Forest Conservation as a land use class
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Three stages of development in forest land use
From: Mather (1991); Kumar (1995); Dudley et al (1996) and many others -

Pre-industrial Forestry

-

Industrial Forestry

-

Post-industrial Forestry

Antiquity
(Pre Modernity)
1855

Post
Modernity

Charter of
Indian Forestry

Feudalism

Game for hunting
(Royal preserve)

Subsistence:
grazing; wood; berries; meat

Industrialisation

Wood for fuel;
ship building

(strategic resource)

Environmentalism

Biodiversity /
Ecosystem services

Wood for sale
Wood for sale (Commodity)
(State revenue)
Public recreation
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Pre-Industrial Forestry – extractive forest use for domestic purposes
In earlier times in Europe (and elsewhere) people used forests (wooded land) for
various domestic purposes;
In South Africa (and in many other parts of the world) today people are using
forests for various domestic purposes. Forest resources contribute sometimes
significantly to subsistence livelihoods
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Subsistence or Domestic Forest Use
This represents a distinct forestry regime or phase of forestry development:
- Pre-Industrial Forestry (Mather 1991; and others)
- Domestic Forest Use (DAFF Forest Land Use Class)
It is characterised by the following:
• Communal tenure – most often, but perhaps not always
• Consumptive use is a significant feature
• Resources are extracted from forest land for own use – no / minimal trade
• Wood is used in various ways / purposes – wood is usually linked to “forestry”
• Non-wood forest products are also important – and this is as much “forestry” as wood
• Trees and the forest ecosystem may be manipulated deliberately
• This form of forestry generates significant economic value – not reflected in GDP
• Especially important for poor and vulnerable households without access to reliable /
high yielding formal economic opportunities
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Industrial Forestry – commercial production of timber etc.
In Europe (and America), with the advent of industrialisation; wood became a
commercial commodity
-

Wood provided fuel for smelters; then, with the development of coal mining, wood became
a strategic utility in mine engineering.
Wood had also long proven to be a strategic resource for maintaining naval influence at a
time of global exploration.

In South Africa (and around the world) today there exists a diversified industry
based on the commercial use of forest products – especially timber.
- Some people, notably in South Africa, only see this as forestry.
- For this purpose trees are cultivated in plantations (e.g. in SA) or in semi natural forests (e.g.
many parts of Scandinavia). Elsewhere natural forests are logged (e.g. Indonesia, Congo).
- This type of forestry has a profound role in the modern lifestyle and will remain important
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Post-Industrial Forestry
People’s view of forests in the ‘Developed World’ is changing. For many Europeans forests
are important for recreation. They favour maintaining the local forest landscape and wildlife.
Picking forest berries and mushrooms provide cultural and social values. Forests are also
valued as carbon sinks, for protection of water catchments and as repositories of biodiversity.
In South Africa post-industrial forest values are evident:
The felling of the trees in the Tokai Forest
was halted when Parkspace took the
matter to court.
http://www.capetalk.co.za/articles/246651/no-moretree-felling-in-tokai-forest-rules-court

Image 2: http://www.partneriaeth-awyr-agored.co.uk/en/news/womens-mountain-bike-hub-launched-at-coed-y-brenin/
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Features of the emerging “Post-industrial” forestry regime
Existing forests – new purposes and new approaches:
“ …a transition from a previously dominant regime of industrial forestry, primarily
concerned with the mass production of timber, to a post-industrial regime, within which
timber production sits alongside a broader range of social, economic and environmental
objectives.” [Milbourne et al (2008)]
“In practice, foresters are being asked to manage more open and democratic processes of
public involvement in forest management. Forest agency change typically involve the
adoption of new policies, …, new programmes and procedures that enhance the
participation of interest groups,…, merging of forestry and environmental agencies,…”
[Jeanrenaud (2001), p27]

New forests in new places serving new purposes:
“…cities continue to grow nearly unchecked, while at the same time large expanses of
land in the centre of shrinking cities are no longer needed, and in principle, are available
for the development of spontaneous nature. Areas particularly affected in this way are
those which have been shaped by industry …” [Kowarik & Kömer, 2005]
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Although it may seem obvious - what is Forest Land?
The linguistic roots of the word “forest”:
Latin:
foris = outside
Late Latin: forestis sylva – outside the main administration + [woodland]
via Old French (through Norman invasion of England)
Middle English (c.1066AD onward): forest = preserve for royal hunting (with/out trees);
unenclosed countryside subject to ‘forest law’
through semantic transference [apparently assisted by emphasis in forest law shifting
towards protection of timber rather than wildlife c. 1500AD onward]
Contemporary English: forest = land occupied by trees (including exotic plantations)
(mass noun): ‘A large area covered chiefly with trees and undergrowth.’ (Oxford Living Dictionary)

In South African forest policy and law:
‘Government policy in South Africa is formulated to include "forests of all kinds", that is, the
indigenous forests, … natural woodlands, where tree cover may be as little as 10%, plantation,
and community forests. This accords with the Food and Agriculture Organisation's (FAO)
definition of forests.’ (White Paper on Sustainable Forest Development 1997: paragraph 1.1)
“State land reserved for forestry … may include land which is not treed or which will not be afforested
if that land will be managed as part of [a] forest management unit…”

(National Forests Act 1998: s50(2))
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Natural Forest

What should we include under:
“Forest Land” and “Forestry”?
Plantation

Savanna woodland

(degraded)

Unplanted land on
forest estates
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Distinguishing Land Cover and Land Use
• Land Cover refer to physical features on the ground – Land Use refer to
the management and purposes people associate with those features
• Land Cover at any place can only be one thing at one point in time;
Land Use often involve more than one thing at the same time
 Should the concept “plantation” be regarded as land use or land cover?
Land Cover: Pine Trees (Plantation)

Land Use: Timber Production (Pine)
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Some examples of Land Cover
Savanna

Inland fresh water

Natural forest

Grassland

Trees (plantation) Eucalyptus

Barren land
Planted trees - poplar

Annual crops (maize)
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Defining Land Use
• Land Use imply human activities and inputs (FAO)

• Land Use imply that human intervention occurs (Khan and Powell)
• Land Use imply purpose / objectives / intention
~ Economic production
~ Maintenance of a desired condition
~ Alteration of condition – may include restoration of environmental functions
The Language of category labels is important… semantics matter!

“Plantation”, “Deciduous Forest”, “Evergreen Forest” describe features, not
objectives, activities or human intention – hence these terms are more suited to label
LAND COVER categories
“Production”; “Environmental Protection”, “Recreation” are more descriptive of
intent, purpose or activity and thus better suited to label LAND USE categories
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Land Use corresponding to earlier
examples of Land Cover
Water storage
Outdoor recreation

Conservation
Tourism

Conservation
Research
Outdoor recreation

Livestock Grazing

Timber production

Any use???
Timber production
Research

crop production
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SPLUMA and Land Use
SPLUMA Objectives:
- provide for a uniform, effective and comprehensive system of spatial planning and
land use management for the Republic
- provide for the development of principles, norms and standards
- provide for the sustainable and efficient use of land

Definitions:
Land Use: “the purpose for which land is or may be used lawfully in terms of a land use
scheme, existing scheme or in terms of any other authorisation, permit or consent
issued by a competent authority, and include any conditions related to such land use
purposes”
Land Use Management System: “the system of regulating land use and conferring land
use rights through the use of schemes and land development procedures”
Land Use Scheme: “the documents referred to in Chapter 5 for the regulation of land use”

Zone: “a defined category of land use which is shown on the zoning map of a land use
scheme”
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SPLUMA and Land Use (2)
Chapter 4: Spatial Development Frameworks
This chapter provides for the development of spatial development frameworks by
national and provincial spheres of Government and each Municipality.
Chapter 5: Land Use Management
This chapter is specifically relevant to the NLUC
• Within 5 years all municipalities must develop Land Use Schemes
• Land Use Schemes must adopt appropriate categories of land use zoning – all land
• Land Use Schemes has the force of law – only designated land use may be practiced
• Municipalities must review land use schemes at least once every 5 years
Regulations in terms of Land Use Management:
• Environmental requirements have to be incorporated (no-go areas)
• Agricultural land must be protected
• Zoning and restrictions that may apply to specific zones
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The Broad Framework of the NLUC (DRDLR)
Agric &
Fisheries
Business

Forestry

Conservation

Community
facilities

NLUC
Infrastructure
& Transport

Mining &
Quarrying

Residential

Industrial
& Storage
Sport &
Recreation
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Defining Forestry as a principal Land Use category
Forestry means the management and utilization of forest land and associated
land without tree cover for:
- the commercial production or domestic use of wood and non-timber forest
products;
- the combination of tree crops with agricultural activities in Agroforestry;
- the conservation of natural resources, including certain forests, trees, soil
and water;
- development and maintenance of forest derived ecosystem services related
to environmental processes such as carbon and nutrient cycles;
- the maintenance and provision of non-consumptive benefits such as related
to spiritual, social and cultural expression, forest related eco-tourism and
recreation; and
- research / training / educational activities concerning any of these matters.
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Forestry land use – the higher level sub-classification
Main Class

Secondary Class

NFA

International

Production Forestry

S2(1)(xiii) - Plantation
S4(6)(a)(iv)

Domestic Forest Use

S4(6)(a)(iv)
S23(6)(a)
S29

Agroforestry

S4(6)(a)(iv), (v)

Forest Research & Education

S5(1)
S19

Forest Environmental Protection

S3(3)(a)
S3(3)(c)(i), (v)
S4(6)(a)(v)
S12(1)
S17(2)

(implied in several)

Forest Recreation & Tourism

S4(6)(b)
S19
S21

(implied in several)

Forest Cultural / Spiritual Use

S3(3)(c)(vi)
S4(6)(b)
S19
S21
S23(6)(a)

Forestry

Australia
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Forest land use – the detail sub-classification:
Production Forestry
Main Class

Forestry

Forestry

Forestry

Secondary Class

Tertiary Class
Commercial Timber Production

Production Forestry

Commercial Bamboo Production

Commercial Fuelwood Production
Commercial Charcoal Production
Commercial Biofuels Production

Commercial production / harvesting of nontimber forest products
Definition of (e.g) Commercial Charcoal Production :
Primary production of wood for conversion into charcoal; whether for use as fuel or other
industrial or artisanal applications
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Forest land use – the detail sub-classification:
Domestic Forest Use
Definition of Domestic Forest Use:
Utilization of natural forests, woodlands or cultivated tree crops for harvesting of wood and nonForestry
wood forest produce for direct domestic consumption (i.e. not primarily for trade)
Forestry
Main Class

Secondary Class

Tertiary Class
Multi purpose woodlots for domestic use

Forestry

Domestic Forest Use

Multi purpose use of natural trees for wood and
non-wood forest products for domestic
purposes
Timber harvesting / production for domestic
use

Fuel Wood harvesting / production for domestic
use
Charcoal production for domestic use
Non-Timber Forest Products harvesting /
production for domestic use
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Forest land use – the detail sub-classification:
Forest Research & Education
Main Class

Forestry

Forestry
Forestry

Secondary Class

Tertiary Class
Forestry research trial

Forest Research &
Education

Forest monitoring site
Catchment monitoring sites

Forestry demonstration site
Seed orchard / Genetic archive population
Seed storage facility / Genebank

Arboretum
Research & Information facility
Forestry training facility
Area of special interest
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Forest land use – the higher level sub-classification
Main Class

Secondary Class

Sub-classes

Production Forestry

6

Domestic Forest Use

6

Agroforestry

4

Forest Research & Education

10

Forest Environmental Protection

15

Forest Recreation & Tourism

5

Forest Cultural / Spiritual Use

5

Forestry
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How does Forest Land Cover and Forest Land Use relate to
each other?
The approach taken in the development of the Forest Land Use classification (taxonomy)
defines land use in terms of management objectives and activities. These would be
applicable to land with diverse tree cover, or associated land without tree cover.
The proposed South African forest land use classification is often generic in terms of the
specific land cover to which it relates. This differs from many international examples of
forest land use classifications (where forest land use is actually labelled as a type of land
cover, e.g. “deciduous forest”),.

Land Use
Production
Forestry

(Commercial
production of
wood / timber)

Land Cover

Plantations (pine; poplar;
eucalypt etc…)
Woodland
Natural forest
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Land use is somewhat generic in terms of Forest Land Cover
(example of Production Forestry)
Yellowwood from natural
forests for high value
furniture

Pulpwood from
plantations

Sickle Bush fuel wood
from woodlands
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The generic nature of the Forestry Land Use Classification (2)
(example of Forestry Research)
Research on tree water use
(plantation / natural forest)

Research on growth and
carbon storage (woodland)
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The reality of multiple land use in Forestry
all possible from / on the same forest estate:

Recreation

Production

Research
Photo: Izak van der Merwe
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Utility of the Forestry Land Use Classification
• Spatial Planning
 IDP / PGDS
 framework for land use zoning
 framework for identifying land use potential
 framework for identifying competing and incompatible land uses
 prioritisation
• Regulation of land use
 Land Use Schemes
 Applicability (or not) of certain regulations / restrictions
• Revenues
 Land valuation
 Differential taxation on different types of land use
• Monitoring and Reporting
 National Forest Resource Assessment (etc.)
 Sustainable Forest Management
 Economic statistics
• Land management
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Forest Conservation – the missing part in “Forestry”
Protection (Conservation) of forests:
The National Forests Act (NFA, 1998) makes explicit provision for the protection
(conservation) of forests. The following sections show this:
•

S1: the purposes of this act are to –
(c): provide special measures for the protection of certain forests and trees;

•

S3(3)(b) a minimum area of each woodland type should be conserved

•

S8(1): The Minister may …. declare a specially protected area in one of the following categories:
(i) a forest nature reserve
(ii) a forest wilderness area

NEMPAA recognises the latter NFA provisions as “Protected Areas”:
• S9: The system of protected areas in South Africa consists of the following kinds of protected
areas:
(d) specially protected forest areas, forest nature reserves and forest wilderness areas
declared in terms of the National Forests Act …
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The Evolution of “Forest” Protected Areas
In British history:
Antiquity
(Pre 10th Century
Anglo- Saxon)

No ‘Forest’
Reservations

Mid 11th Century
(Norman
influence)

Mid 17th Century
1300

Mid 19th Century
and thereafter

Colonial Forest
Royal hunting
Perambulation
preserves ‘Disafforestment’ Re-establishment Reservations
“Royal Forests” “Inclosed Forest”
“Forest”
meant preserve “Hunting Chase”
(need not have
“Warren”
any trees)
“Park”
“Forest Law”
introduced

1215
Magna Carta
1217
Charter of the
Forests

1668
reafforestation
Act

“Demarcated Forest”
“Forest Reserve”
Examples:
• 1855 Charter of
Indian Forestry
• 1874 New Zealand
Forests Act
• 1883 Forest &
Herbage Act ; Cape
of Good Hope
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Providing for Forest Conservation in the NLUC
Two options:
1: Include this as a distinct class within the “Forestry” principal class
2: Incorporate the areas recognised under NEMPA s9(d) under “Conservation”
In support of Option 1
•
•

This maintains a consolidated “Forestry” land use classification – avoid fragmentation
It corresponds well with the history of Forestry development

In support of Option 2
•
•
•

This maintains a consolidated “Conservation” land use classification – avoid fragmentation
It may better facilitate appropriate taxing of protected forest land in accordance with other
protected areas
This may be easier for town planners to understand ?
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Providing for Forest Conservation in the NLUC

Alternatively:
The principle conservation objective could inform the sub-classification of “Forest
Conservation”:
 Protection of Flora species (target species – e.g. red-listed forest plants)
 Protection of Fauna species (e.g. forest dependant rare species)
 Forest Type Protection (area to contribute to the % target for the type)
 Forest Ecosystem Protection (include associated non-forest habitats)
 Forest Landscape Protection (extensive areas including other vegetation)
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INTERNET:
History of Cannock Chase:
http://www.cannock-chase.co.uk/assets/downloads/58206ccaonbaonb_History.pdf
Etymology of “Forest”:
http://www.worldwidewords.org/articles/forest.htm
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